Giveaway

cheat sheet
Your Complete
Q&AGiveaway

Planner

The Concept
Not to be confused with racy romance novel or cloth diaper giveaways, this type of
online party involves you (the gogetting organizer and facilitator of fun), your
contributors (rock stars in your niche who you get to party with) and your subscribers
(the ecstatic guests who sign up for all this awesomeness).

The genius method

You select and invite your posse of
trailblazing contributors

They provide droolworthy gifts
(for free)

You ALL invite your
subscribers to the party

Rinse, repeat, grow your list
like a weed!

rollicking party ensues
(but because it's online no
one complains about the
noise level  sweet!)

Everyone leaves feeling ecstatic about
their HUGE bag of party favors.
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What do you need?
A giveaway website where subscribers optin and gain access to the
thrilling menu of gifts.
YOUR giveaway gift and YOUR optin page (on your business website).
The LINKS to your contributor's optin pages where giveaway subscribers
can click to claim their gifts.

5 reasons this method rocks socks
It's up to SEVENTY times (or more) cost effective than paying for ads!

It helps you get instant expert status

You get to collaborate and become biz besties with some of the most
inspiring people in your niche

Your new, perfectlyaligned subscribers will think you rock

Once you've run one, it's a breeze to rinse and repeat!
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The As to your Qs
What if my current list is teeny, tiny...like a party of zero?
Here's the incredible loophole with giveaways: YOUR list size doesn't matter. What
DOES matter is that you throw the most kickass, professional giveaway you possibly
can (I'll show you how). Your contributors will understand the incredible value you're
offering as a classact organizer, and appreciate the opportunity to collaborate with other
people they admire, too!

What if I already have a decent sized list?
Awesome! You're off to a great start and now, if you want, you can start shooting for a
list size in the multiple to tens of thousands. Giveaways are not just for beginners. In
fact, a lot of very successful online business owners are using them to get into the big
leagues...and you can be one of them!

Is it very time intensive and a lot of work?
Honestly, the most timeintensive part is inviting your contributors and getting all the
materials you need from them. If you can streamline this (I'll give you all my tips and
tricks), half your work is done. The rest involves setting up your website and creating the
marketing materials. Again, I'll show you exactly how to do it and provide lots of
doneforyou materials so you can breeze through this as fast and effortlessly as possible.

When can I run my first giveaway?
3 months is a great amount of time to give yourself for your first giveaway. I've done one
in just over a month  but that's because I could spend several hours a day working on it.
If you only have 35 hours a week, a 3 month timeline should be extremely manageable
and nonstressful. But if you want to go faster  it's entirely your call!
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The As to your Qs
Is this course just for women?
(My husband asked this one based on my sales page and color scheme!) No, it's not just
for women. I used to be a practicing health coach, so I naturally love to help other health
and wellness coaches (who tend to be mostly women) with their online businesses.
However, as a TV producer I work mostly with men. So gentlemen, if you can handle my
pastel color scheme, you'll get the exact same fantastic results from GIAB.

Can Giveaway in a Box work for my niche?
I think that this model can work brilliantly for almost any niche. From hobbies to health to
home improvement to parenting...if you have an audience that wants a free sample of
what you offer, you have a perfect audience for a giveaway.

Can I just hire you to run my giveaway?
You can...but it will cost you thousands of dollars. I will set up your website and create a
system you can use over and over again to gain subscribers. It's still a great value BUT
Giveaway in a Box is like value that's just had a 6pack of Red Bulls. And with all the
resources and doneforyou materials, it's the next best thing to hiring me oneonone.
Your choice...but if ask Ms.Thrifty here, I say GIAB is the way to go!

I think I want to enroll but can I ask you some more questions?
You bet! Please contact me and ask. GIAB has a 60 day moneyback guarantee, but if
you're unsure about anything, let me give you the answers before you commit. GIAB is
not right for everybody. If you're don't know where you're going with your business, or
WHO you want to serve  don't start building your list just yet! Figure out these
fundamentals and then start the listbuilding party.
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